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1. Introduction 
The carbon skeleton of the cyclohexane molecule may be 
sented by a spatial hexagon with equal sides and equal 
repre-
angles. 
either this hexa~on may assume 
• 
a ~igid or a flexible form by which it/is capable of passing 
continuous y through a sequence of configurations. Accordingly 
one may expect the existence of two isomeric forms of cyclo-
hexane. The same question has been considered by Oosterhoff 
2 
and Hazebroek who aiso observed a similar phenomenon for 
the cyclohexanedione - 1,4 molecule wt1ich corresponds to a 
hexagon of the type abaaba. 
In this note it will be shown that the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a flexible form of a non-de-
generate spatial hexagon with fixed sides and angles consist 
in the equality of opposite elements. Besides there exists a 
rigid form which is not contained in the sequence of movable 
forms. 
2. Necessary conditions 
Consider an arbitrary spatial 
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v1here A is the 6 x 6 matrix 
or a column of ones. Since 
the rank 5. 
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If the six sides and the six a11gles of tl·1e hexagon are given 
then out of the 15 different square 
y , 
a re unknown .. 
From M various zero determinants may be derived. Let us take 
row and column and the sixth row and column respectively. 
This together with det M=O ensures the vanishing of all other 
6 x 6 determinants from 
between x and y only. In the case of a rigid structure by 
these relations a single solution x,y is determined. If a 
flexible structure exists these relations are dependent. 
Consider 
geometrica 1 
meaning of this relation is obtained as follows. Let the 
describe 
degenerate if at least two double elements exist. In that 
=0 falls apart into two hyperbolae etc. 
1' 
then the triangle 
for non-degenerate hexagons, i.e. for which no three successive 
• 
points are collinear, the = =0 are not 
degenerate. 
In the case of a flexible hexagon these 
quently icJent1 .. cal. A simple calculation 
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Hence we have e.g. 
2 Of X Z 
x.,z 
+ a r·· •'") 
i_).) 2.3 
we obtair1 by equating the coefficients 
From 2.3 and 204 we infer the equality of the opposite elements 
8 23 a56' 
elements 
obviously true for the other opposite 
as well so tl1c1t W e ma ·y· C1 .-, \y· .. 
- c., or.:1, • 
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t h e equal.ity 0 fl o 1J posit e e 1 em en ts. 
In the following section it will be shown ·that this condition 
is also sufficient. 
3~ Sufficient conditions 
Consider a r1on-degenerate hexagor1 vJith equal opposite elements. 
Write for cor1veniE~nce 
8 r-2 c.:.) 
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,J 3 .~ ---
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In the case of cyclohexanedione -1,4 we have 
b .,.. b 
2 3 
so that 
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+ we _, p 3 3 have 
+ 108 + 90 .. ,, 0 
..... 0 
In the case of a plane regular hexagon we have 
so that 
,, .. 4 x+y+z - 16 ~ 0 
x-4 y-4 ..... 0 .. 
Putting X l++ ,, .,,,.. l' + , rY -'-· -r , Z=4-t-
v-
ltJe obtain 
+12 + 1 + * , .... • , i~ 0 
and 
~i:- , +· 0 ? ' ! M' -~ 
4 
• 
The projectj_on of the intersection upon the -plane is 
- 12 - 0 
,, 
In the admissible region there is only the isolated double 
point ::,::0 rigid pla1,1e p(;Si tion • 
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